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Insulation tester

Best suited for:
• Wide range of tests 

including simple spot 
checks to timed tests 
and breakdown tests

• Preventive maintenance

Transportation  
applications:
Switchgear, air handler 
motors, generators and 
cables; Test voltages of  
250 V, 500 V, 
1000 V, 2500 V, 
and 5000 V 
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Fluke. Keeping your world
 up and running.®

Transportation professionals need to be able to count on their test and measurement tools.  
If they’re involved in the infrastructure or vehicle operations they are under extreme pressure  
to keep their transportation systems moving smoothly and safely.  

Fluke makes rugged, reliable, quality tools transportation professionals can count on. We  
understand how many people are relying on them, day in and day out. Fluke designs tools that 
meet the demanding needs of our transportation systems.

Fluke solutions for transportation professionals.

Transportation—Light and Commuter Rail. 
Keeping us moving.

Fluke. Keeping light rail moving.

Digital multimeters

Best suited for:
• VSD motor drive 

installation and  
troubleshooting

•	Quick, voltage  
measurement

• Environments with  
both ac and dc  
(autoVolt) or ghost  
voltages

Transportation  
applications:
Motors, drives, 
electrical panels

Electrical testers

Best suited for:
• Measuring loads on 

a branch circuit at a 
service level

• Measuring the load 
side voltage of a circuit 
breaker or fuse

• Mapping outlets to 
breakers

Transportation  
applications:
Overhead lighting,  
outlets, vehicle  
lighting, wayside  
panels, control and  
signal panels

Power quality

Best suited for:
Troubleshooting and  
preventing problems in 
power distribution systems

Transportation  
applications:
Generators, harmonics  
(electronics), load studies, 
switchgear

Thermal imagers

Best suited for:
• Displaying a visual  

image of surface tem-
peratures to easily and 
safely identify potential 
problems 

Transportation  
applications:
Steam traps, electrical 
panels, motors, VFDs, 
rail and car inspections, 
bearings, and building 
and facility 
inspections

Infrared  
thermometers

Best suited for:
• Surface temperature 

readings
• Non-contact monitoring 

of electrical motors and 
panels

• Finding heating and 
ventilation problems

Transportation  
applications:
Motors, circuit breakers, 
heating, cooling, bearings

 
Indoor air quality

Best suited for:
• Troubleshooting and 

maintaining indoor air 
quality

• Optimizing HVAC  
ventilation settings

• Monitoring air quality 
and factors that may  
detract from comfort/
safety

Transportation  
applications:
HVAC system,  
test and balance,  
ventilation  
management

Earth ground  
testers

Best suited for:
• Ground resistance testing
• Detecting reliable ground 

connections.

Transportation  
applications:
3-pole fall-of-potential 
earth testing for basic  
measurements, 2-pole 
resistance measurements

Process tools

Best suited for:
Troubleshooting and 
calibrating current loop 
applications using the 
functionality of a loop 
calibrator and digital mul-
timeter built into one tool.

Transportation  
applications:
Measure, source,  
and simulate 
dc loop current 
in generation 
facilities

Application Note

Power Quality

The purpose of this applicaion

note is to explain how predictive

maintenance can be used to pre-

vent and therefore avoid power

problems in electrical distribution

systems. Predictive maintenance

techniques have long been

employed to prevent loss of

operation in mechanical equip-

ment such as engines, and in

electromechanical equipment,

such as motors. By analyzing the

frequency spectrum of vibration

in bearings, for example, and

comparing how the frequency

spectrum changes over time, it is

possible to provide early warn-

ing of impending failures. The

motor can be scheduled for

maintenance and the weak

bearing replaced. Similar early

warning of incipient problems in

an electrical distribution system

can also be achieved. 

Power is a raw material

Industries and businesses of all

types are constantly seeking

ways to improve their quality and

productivity to remain competi-

tive and profitable. It is st
andard

practice to measure the quality of

raw materials. Electrical power is

not often thought of as a raw

material, but it is v
ital to virtually

all types of manufacturing. The

quality of power is therefore of

concern; for example power dis-

ruptions in a semiconductor fabri-

cation plant can result in millions

of dollars of lost production.

Semiconductor manufacturers go

to great lengths and expense to

ensure the quality of one particu-

lar raw material, water, and con-

tinually monitor its purity. The

purity of water is just one of

many indices of quality that is

tracked in a manufacturing

industry. It is n
ow possible to

monitor similar metrics for power. 

Unlike many raw materials

power is consumed as soon as it

is generated. It cannot be stored

to be analyzed for quality in the

future. If power quality is unsat-

isfactory it cannot be recycled or

repaired and returned to the

process. It must be monitored

continuously and its quality

established in “real-time”. The

continuous monitoring of power

is becoming more widely

adopted. Monitoring systems are

often installed to determine the

amount and cost of energy con-

sumed, but for many industries

the cost of power disruption can

outweigh energy costs. Power

quality and harmonics should be

monitored along with consump-

tion. To meet these needs, a new

generation of monitors is avail-

able that comprehensively moni-

tors all aspects of power, and

plays an important role in total

quality management.

Benefits of continuous

monitoring

In many government, military,

financial, and commercial “mis-

sion critical” applications, com-

puters run 24 hours a day, 365

days a year. These vital comput-

ers may be performing diverse

tasks such as air traffic control or

processing millions of dollars in

transactions. Consequently, own-

ers and operators of these sys-

tems go to great lengths to

prevent disruption or downtime.

They have made significant

investments in their infrastruc-

tures to ensure the reliability of

power delivery. Every major data

center possesses large UPS and

back-up generator systems, with

carefully laid out conduit and

power distribution.  Their goal is

a simple one, to achieve 100 %

“up time” or system availability.

The cost of comprehensive

Applying Predictive

Maintenance to

Power Quality

power monitoring instruments

has dropped by over 50 % dur-

ing the last few years, making it

economically feasible to continu-

ously monitor power quality at

multiple locations on distribution

systems. 

Continuous monitoring of the

power delivery infrastructure

should be an integral part of any

proactive management program.

It provides many benefits, some

of which are: 

• Continuous monitoring pro-

vides the data to perform a

post mortem on disruptive

power disturbance incidents.

This data is needed to deter-

mine how and where events

were caused, leading to an

understanding of how they

may be avoided in the future,

and how the effects may be

mitigated.

• Harmonics must be monitored

on a continuous basis to

ensure that, over time, the

incremental addition of loads

does not cause excessive

heating that can lead to the

premature failure of trans-

formers, conductors and circuit

breakers.

• Continuous tracking of power

consumption and RMS quanti-

ties provide useful data for

planning future plant expan-

sion and for ensuring existing

and future utility feeder and

substation capacities are ade-

quate. It is a
lso useful for

planning the addition of new

discrete loads or new back-up

power systems. A comprehen-

sive view of the power system

is critical in plants that sched-

ule maintenance shut-downs

once or twice per year. Long

term data from multiple nodes

can insure that appropriate

work is performed during the

short maintenance window.

F r o m  t h e  F l u k e  D i g i t a l  L i b r a r y  @  w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y

Application Note

From the Fluke Digital  Library @ www.fluke.com/l ibrary

A sewage lift pump that pumps 

millions of gallons per day 

simply can’t go down. The 

environmental impact of that 

much untreated sewage spill-

ing into a neighborhood creek 

would be staggering. This case 

tells how one pair of electri-

cians went about testing some 

new electrical systems for those 

pumps, and how the new Fluke 

1587 Insulation Multimeter 

met their testing needs and 

exceeded their expectations.

The sewage lift sta
tion in 

this case is part of a subsys-

tem that supports more than 

300,000 people spread over 

200 square miles. The station’s 

three pumps with combined 

275 horsepower can move up 

to 9.2M gallons per day. In 

the event of a total shutdown, 

county workers have roughly 

40 minutes to bring it back 

online before sewage spills into 

the nearby creek.

Operator: Valley Electric

Measuring tools: Fluke 1587  

Insulation Multimeter

Tests conducted: Continuity,  

insulation, voltage, current, frequency

Testing  

Functions 

Case  

Study

Motor and drive tests 

keep lift station running 

during upgrade
Because of this, the county 

pays close attention to the 

condition of its pump stations. 

As new technology has become 

available, has added redun-

dancy and robustness. The 

pump station in this case has 

been upgraded several times 

in the 40 years since it was 

built. Programmable control-

lers were added and the relay 

logic was given a backup role. 

Redundancy was added to the 

power system. A medium volt-

age transfer switch with dual 

utility feeds was added along 

with a backup generator with 

its own transfer switch in case 

both feeds went down.

But much of the power and 

control systems are original, 

including the switchgear, motor 

control centers, and cabling. 

Three 1980-vintage motor 

drives were added to drive 

the pump motors. They have 

performed well, but are not 

worth maintaining.

Application Note

F r o m  t h e  F l u k e  D i g i t a l  L i b r a r y  @  w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y

As electricity is transmitted and

distributed from generation

plants to the end users, it

passes through numerous

sections of low voltage (below

1000 V) and high voltage (more

than 1000 V)  cables. In addi-

tion to these transmission

cables, pilot cables (which

consist of 5 pairs or 10 pairs

colour coded wires) are used to

connect the secondary outputs

of current transformers (CT)

deployed at both ends of the

transmission stations (also

known as sub-stations).

To protect critical equipment

and prevent the escalation of

faults that may affect the entire

transmission network, these

pilot cables serve to detect any

unbalances between the corre-

sponding pairs of CT, which

signify fault conditions. While

only one pair of wire is needed

to complete the connections,

operation and redundancy

planning call for a minimum

three functional pairs of wire at

any one time.

It is im
possible to have a

single cable that spans the vast

distance between sub-stations.

As a result, numerous joints are

formed to connect different

sections of cables together.

Such joints are the weakest

links in the system because

they are subjected to failures

caused by environment factors

that include thermal stress and

moisture absorption. The fail-

ures will show up when current

readings taken at the secondary

of CT deviate from the propor-

tional primary current readings.

Operator: Singapore electrical utility
Measuring tools: Fluke 1587 

Insulation Multimeter

Tests conducted: Insulation resist-

ance cable test, continuity, voltage

Testing 

Functions

Case 

Study

Insulation resistance testing

Electrical transmission

cables
When such failure is reported,

the utility’s maintenance team is

called upon to rectify the fault.

They have to travel to the sub-

station at one end to isolate the

affected CT and pilot cable at

that sub-station. Then they 

need to travel to the sub-station

at the other end to check the

insulation resistance of the pilot

cable. In this situation, the

acceptable insulation resistance

is 10 Mohms minimum with 

500 V DC applied.

While they are at it, they will

check the pair of wires that

have been used, as well as all

the remaining 4 or 9 pairs of

wires in the same bunch of

pilot cable and ensure at least

three pairs are functional. As

some wires may have perma-

nent damage, there are possi-

bilities that different colour

wires are mixed in order to

achieve the minimum 3 func-

tional pairs. Therefore the team

must verify the exact inter-

connect pairs and they term

this work as “phasing”. This is

done by checking continuity of

the respective wire pairs. When

a joint is proven faulty, it will

be cut out and a short jumper

cable will be added and two

new cable joints are formed.

Thereafter, insulation resistance

as well as “phasing” must be

checked again to ensure no

abnormality.



Facility Maintenance/ 
Process Technician
Focus: power generation

What Issues do you face?
• Ensuring continuous and predictable 

uptime and downtime

• Safety of personnel  
and the environment

• Budget restrictions

• Troubleshooting process interruption 
with immediate response and repair

Fluke solutions:
 Thermal imagers

 Power quality 

 Process tools

 Handheld oscilloscopes

Fluke light/
commuter rail 

solutions
Fluke offers a full line of light/ 

commuter rail solutions to fit  
all needs. Go to www.fluke.com  

for detailed information  
on these products.

Digital multimeters Power quality  
analyzers

Electrical  
testers IAQ Thermal  

imagers
Insulation  

testers Infrared thermometers Earth 
ground

Process 
tools

11x series         80 series 43X Series T5 series  975 Ti Series 1587 6X series          56X series 1625 78x series

Supervisors/ 
superintendents
Responsibilities/departments:  
rail equipment maintenance, 
maintenance of way, facilities 
maintenance

What issues do you face?
• Ensuring uptime is continuous  

and predictable

• Limiting/controlling downtime

• Safety of personnel and  
the environment

• Budget control

• On-time scheduling 

Fluke solutions:
 Thermal imagers

 Power quality

Vehicle maintenance 
Responsibilities: Inspection and 
repair, shop operation

What issues do you face?
• Troubleshooting for immediate  

response and repair

• Quick turn-around time

• Predictive/preventive maintenance

Fluke solutions:
 Digital multimeters

  Electrical testers

  Infrared thermometers

  IAQ

 Insulation testers

 Process tools

OUT  OF  SERVICE

OUT  OF  SERVICE

OUT  OF  SERVICE

OUT  OF  SERVICE

OUT  OF  SERVICE

Wayside  
maintenance
Responsibilities: substations,  
signals, tracks, TES (traction  
electrification system)

What issues do you face?
• Maintaining consistent quality  

power loads

• Controlling downtime

Fluke solutions:
 Insulation testers

  Digital multimeters

  Electrical testers

  Infrared thermometers

  Thermal imagers

  Process tools

 Earth ground testers




Diagram is not intended to be an exact representation. Diagram components are 
not to scale and are for illustration purposes only.














